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Constrained tGAP for generalisation between scales:1

the case of IMGeo and Top10NL data2

Abstract3

In this paper the results of merging large scale (1:1 000) and medium scale (1:10 000) topographic

data into one structure are presented. This structure can be used as a single non-redundant rep-

resentation for topographic data, which can be queried at any arbitrary scale between the source

scales. The solution is based on the constrained topological Generalised Area Partition (tGAP)

structure, which stores the results of a generalisation process applied on the large scale dataset,

and is controlled by the objects of the medium scale dataset that act as region constraints for the

large scale objects. The result contains the accurate geometry of the large scale objects enriched

with the generalization knowledge of the medium scale data, stored as references in the structure.

The advantage of this constrained approach compared to the unconstrained tGAP is the higher

quality of the aggregated maps. The ideas have been explored with real topographic data of the

municipalities of Almere and Rotterdam, in which prototypes of the large scale IMGeo data and

production versions of the medium scale Top10NL data are used. The ultimate goal is to have

only one representation, which can then be maintained at the largest scale and is able to serve

any arbitrary smaller scale, and efficiently produce quality output results comparable to the typical

smaller scale representations as known today. This goal is not yet achieved, but this paper shows

one step further in this direction and the results illustrate the feasibility of the ultimate goal.

Key words: map generalisation, constrained tGAP structure, IMGeo data, Top10NL data4

1. Introduction5

Automated generalisation is for most producers of geographic information a way to increase6

efficiency of map production within their organisation. It is a chance to do the data collection work7

only for the large scale map and derive smaller scale maps out of this large scale data automatically.8

Another advantage is the increased consistency between the different map scales produced in this9
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manner compared to independent map production per scale. All Dutch municipalities produce10

a large scale topographic base map. Besides this, large municipalities in the Netherlands also11

produce their own medium and small scale topographic maps. The large scale map is produced from12

terrestrial surveying, while the map products at other scales are drawn from aerial photographs.13

Data for the large scale map, 1:1 000, follow the IMGeo model, a new Dutch model on large scale14

topography. Data for the medium scale map, 1:10 000, comply with Top10NL, another model on15

topography.16

Top10NL is the current authentic registration on topography in the Netherlands. There are17

several other authentic registrations in the Netherlands, spatial and non-spatial. Each authentic18

registration is the only allowed source in its field within the government, and is related to other19

registrations in the system of authentic registrations. Figure 1 shows six authentic registrations, and20

their relations. In this figure it is shown that the intention of the system of authentic registrations21

is to relate all authentic registrations. The registration on topography is connected to the cadastral22

registration and to the registration of buildings.

Persons

Cadastre

Adresses

Companies

Buildings

Topography

Figure 1: System of authentic registrations in the Netherlands

23

The research presented in this paper has been performed within the municipality of Rotter-24

dam (Hofman, 2008). Its objective is the generalisation of topographic datasets, starting from the25

large scale, IMGeo data, to the medium scale, Top10NL data. As a result of generalisation, it assures26

the connection between the 1:1 000 registration, IMGeo, and Top10NL (1:10 000) registration.27

Several solutions to generalisation are suggested in literature, with Multiple Representation Data28

Bases (MRDB) being a substantial part (Friis-Christensen and Jensen, 2003; Kilpelainen, 1997;29

National Center For Geographic Information Analysis, 1989). Because nowadays map viewing is30
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often done through web services, which are scale independent, we do not want a solution with fixed31

scales as in MRDB. Instead, we opt for the constrained tGAP structure, to create a vario-scale32

IMGeo.33

The constrained tGAP (Haunert et al., 2008) is an idea that builds on the topological Generalised34

Area Partition (tGAP) structure (van Oosterom, 1994, 2005). The constrained tGAP structure35

stores results of a generalisation performed between two scales: a large scale dataset, which geometry36

is stored in the structure, and a smaller scale dataset that controls the generalisation process so37

that the large scale dataset is gradually transformed into the smaller scale dataset. Generalisation38

is performed on an area partition, thus, it requires the large scale dataset to be an area partition.39

Area objects of the smaller scale data set act as region constraints in the generalisation process, i.e.,40

they restrict aggregation of large scale objects only inside the region constraints. In the original41

constrained tGAP (Haunert et al., 2008) the smaller scale regions are computed via an optimization42

method (Haunert and Wolff, 2006). Because the smaller scale regions are derived from the large scale43

objects there is a perfect match. In this paper, IMGeo data is fed to the constrained tGAP as the44

large scale dataset, and Top10NL data form the constraints. As the Top10NL regions are produced45

independently, there is no perfect match, and a large part of the research concerns matching the46

large scale objects to the small scale regions.47

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the two models used in48

this research, IMGeo and Top10NL, as well as actual datasets according to these models (in the49

municipalities of Almere and Rotterdam). Section 3 discusses the processing steps that prepare50

data for the constrained tGAP generalisation. Section 4 explains how the constrained tGAP works,51

and Section 5 presents the results of the constrained tGAP generalisation. Section 6 discusses open52

issues and future research, and Section 7 concludes the paper.53

2. Models and datasets54

IMGeo and Top10NL are both based on the same Dutch standard on geography, NEN 3610 (Ned-55

erlands Normalisatie Instituut (NEN), 2005). This is the Dutch version of the ‘General Feature56

Model’ ISO 19109 (International Organisation for Standardization (ISO), 2005). Top class of57

NEN 3610 is GeoObject that represents any spatial object. Under this general class there are58

14 main classes, most of which have their own subclasses. Figure 2 shows the UML diagram of the59

main classes of NEN 3610.60
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+ LanduseType:   enum
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+ HeightLevel:   number

+ FrisianName:  CharacterSt ring

+ DutchName:  CharacterSt ring

Figure 2: UML diagram of NEN 3610 main classes.

2.1. IMGeo model61

IMGeo is an object oriented large scale topographic model. Until now there was only the62

line based GBKN (Dutch acronym for large scale base map) in the Netherlands. But with the63

introduction of IMGeo in 2007, the expectation is that it will become the new version of GBKN in64

the near future.65

As for NEN 3610, the top object of IMGeo is GeoObject. The main classes of IMGeo are: Road,66

Railway, Water, Terrain, Building, LayoutElement, EngineeringStructure, AdministrativeArea, cor-67

responding to the NEN 3610 classes with the same name. IMGeo models have fewer classes than68

NEN 3610. The UML diagram in Figure 3 shows classes of the IMGeo model. Most of the main69

classes consist each of a subclass that models a part-whole relation, e.g., Road and RoadPart. Class70

LayoutElement has 11 subclasses, each representing a different kind of a topographic element. Only71

eight of the subclasses represent area objects, which are the objects of interest for this research:72

Bin, Sign, Installation, Case, Pylon, OtherBuilding, Separation, and StreetFurniture.73
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Figure 3: UML diagram of IMGeo classes.

2.2. Top10NL model74

Top10NL is the current authentic registration on topography in the Netherlands, which means75

that every governmental organization is obliged to use Top10NL when working with a 1:10 00076

map product. For municipalities that produce their own 1:10 000 map this applies from January77

1st 2010. Since most of these large municipalities want to keep producing their own 1:10 000 maps,78

because of data content, up-to-dateness and economic reasons, it is important to integrate their own79

maps well with Top10NL. In this manner they might become the data produces in their territory80

for the Top10NL and deliver the data to the national service that is the topographic department of81

the Dutch cadastre.82

Top10NL inherits classes of NEN 3610: Road, Railway, Water, Terrain, Building, LayoutEle-83

ment, AdministrativeArea, FunctionalArea, GeographicalArea. It has an additional class that is84

not in NEN 3610, Relief. Compared to IMGeo, it has all IMGeo classes, and a few more. There is85
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another difference with IMGeo; class EngineeringStructure is not modelled separately in Top10NL,86

but this content is included in the LayoutElement class. Figure 4 shows a part of the Top10NL87

class model; Top10NL class Terrain is a subclass of NEN 3610 class Terrain.

Road

GeoObject

+ identifier:  CharacterS tring

+ objectBeginTime:   DateTime

+ objectEndTime:   DateTime

+ versionBeginTime:  DateTime

+ versionEndTime:   DateTime

+ status:  Status
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Figure 4: Part of the UML diagram of Top10NL classes: class Terrain of Top10NL is a subclass of the corresponding
Terrain class from the NEN 3610 model.

88

2.3. Differences between IMGeo and Top10NL89

Top10NL and IMGeo models are both derived from NEN 3610. NEN 3610 is a general model,90

containing classes that can be used by different sectors that operate with spatial data. Figure 591

shows a number of derivative sector specific information models (IM’s) based on NEN 3610. Among92

these, there are the two topographic models, IMGeo and Top10NL. There are many other sector93

specific models, of which the sectors Spatial Planning/Development, Water, and Cultural History94

are also illustrated in Figure 5. Classes in NEN 3610 are very general, in order to give the sector95

models a certain amount of freedom to choose what attributes to model. For the models we discuss96

in this paper, IMGeo and Top10NL, it can be argued that they form the same sector, topography.97

The distinction is that IMGeo is the model for large scale topography and Top10NL is for medium98

scale topography. Thus, only a difference in level of detail would be expected. There are though99

more differences between the models, which lie in the history of modelling.100

2.3.1. Historical background101

The Top10NL model has been made before the IMGeo model. Although the official release of102

Top10NL was on January 1st 2008, the model already existed for some years (Bakker and Kolk,103
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Figure 5: NEN 3610 and a number of its derivatives. Currently at least a dozen of these so called sector information
models have been developed and most of them are also in production use.

2003). The predecessor of Top10NL is Top10Vector. Because the Top10Vector model wanted to104

comply to the OGC standards at the end of last century, they made an object oriented model called105

Top10NL. Parallel to this, GeoNovum, responsible for the development of NEN 3610, started making106

this general model object oriented as well. For this reason Top10NL and NEN 3610 developments107

did influence each other. IMGeo has been created from 2006 and was finalised in October 2007.108

When IMGeo was made all definitions from NEN 3610 were strictly followed. IMGeo is derived109

from the Dutch Large Base Map (GBKN), and was designed independently from Top10NL and110

Top10Vector. The predecessor of IMGeo, GBKN, is a topographic registration, which is used for111

municipal maintenance organisations like utilities and public environment. Top10Vector was really112

a topographic map, meant for the user to orientate him/herself.113

There are more differences between the two products, related to the data acquisition, and the114

modelling process. IMGeo is mainly collected by terrestrial surveying, Top10NL is collected from115

aerial photographs. Top10NL has inherited the NEN 3610 classes; IMGeo only makes reference to116

NEN 3610 as a source (in the textual description and not in the model). This different background117

has led to differences is the models.118

2.3.2. Differences in the models119

In this subsection some of the most striking modelling differences are mentioned. For example,120

IMGeo is an area partition, Top10NL is not. IMGeo models roads as area objects only, while121
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Top10NL models centrelines of roads as additional geometry. Class ‘Railway’ is modelled very122

different in both models. IMGeo looks at the area around the actual railway and models this123

as an area (Spoorbaandeel in Dutch) and the actual rails are topographical elements within this124

area, objects of class LayoutElements. In Top10NL the centreline of the rails is the ‘Railway’ and125

the area around it is modelled in the object class ‘Terrain’. There are several differences in the126

kind of LayoutElement objects distinguished in both models. IMGeo is more focused on urban127

elements, because these are used for municipal registrations; Top10NL has more topographical128

elements intended to make the map reader be able to orient him/herself in the terrain.129

In a topographical sector model one can expect the information of a smaller scale to be less130

detailed than on a larger scale. Thus, we would expect the Top10NL classes and attributes to be a131

subset of the IMGeo classes and attributes. At some places in the model this is not the case. For132

example, Top10NL defines four kinds of wood while in IMGeo only the attribute value ‘wood’ is133

distinguished.134

2.3.3. Test data135

The test data used shows some of the differences mentioned. Data from the municipality of136

Almere was initially used, because it was one of the few municipalities in the Netherlands that137

could provide IMGeo data when this research was started out. The corresponding Top10NL shows138

mainly geometrical differences on buildings and roads and also some semantical differences. The139

geometrical differences give problems when assigning IMGeo objects to Top10NL regions, the se-140

mantical differences make difficult the mapping between IMGeo and Top10NL object categories,141

which are defined from classes and attribute values. Later during the spring of 2008 when IMGeo142

test data for Rotterdam was produced, tests were performed also on data from the municipality143

of Rotterdam. Rotterdam data shows the same problems with buildings, but fewer problems with144

roads.145

In Figure 6 it is shown what problems occur when overlaying buildings. The IMGeo buildings146

are in red and overlaid with the transparent blue Top10NL building blocks. The figure shows that147

the building blocks in Top10NL are placed very inaccurately over the IMGeo buildings. The shift148

is very irregular and cannot be explained by parallax (error in photogrammetric data acquisition149

of objects with some relative height). The only explanation is that some displacement is added150

by the cartographer, though not needed according to the product specifications of Top10NL. The151

required accuracy of Top10NL is 4 meters and the differences indicated are all within this accuracy.152
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Figure 6: IMGeo buildings (in red) overlaid with Top10NL buildings blocks (in blue). The background is IMGeo
data that is made transparent.

However, this inaccuracy does not seem to apply to all objects (as many other object types have153

better accuracy in the Top10NL).154

Figure 7 shows IMGeo roads in grey, overlaid with the transparent Top10NL roads in blue.155

It can be seen that Top10NL road objects match geometrically very well with the IMGeo road156

objects. The problem shown in this figure is that there are far more road objects in IMGeo than in157

Top10NL. IMGeo data of Almere considers parking places and sidewalks as road, while Top10NL158

does not consider them roads. The road objects in IMGeo are not subdivided in different categories,159

because this was an IMGeo pilot project and the municipality of Almere did not have this data.160

The IMGeo data from the municipality of Rotterdam is better with respect to this issue; there is a161

more detailed classification of roads.162
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Figure 7: IMGeo roads (in grey) overlaid with Top10NL roads (in blue). The background is IMGeo data that is
made transparent.

Besides the geometric discrepancies shown above, the two dataset exhibit semantical differences163

as well. The IMGeo test data allows categorisation mainly on classes. Only class Terrain can be164

further categorised based on LanduseType attribute values. Class LayoutElement allows further165

categorization based on its subclasses. We created a new attribute, ‘class’, to store these categories:166

building; road; water; lot, fallow land, plants, other terrain, and grass, from land-use values of167

class Terrain; bin, and other building as subclasses of LayoutElement class. Top10NL data has168

more attributes for each of the object classes, but most of them are difficult to compare with169

the categories created for IMGeo data. Top10NL objects are categorised based on classes, and170

for object of class Terrain the attribute LanduseType was used for further categorisation. A new171

attribute, ‘region-class’ was created for Top10NL data, with the following values: building; road;172
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water; grassland, wood, and other terrain from land-use values of class Terrain. An example of173

different classification in IMGeo and Top10NL area areas with lots of larger shrubs. This can be174

shown in Top10NL as wood. Although Terrain class of IMGeo has a LanduseType value ‘wood’,175

the large shrubs are classified as ‘plants’.176

3. Preparation of data for the constrained tGAP generalisation177

The constrained tGAP has some assumptions, which put requirements on the data we want to178

generalize. The first assumption is that data has to form an area partition, which was not the case179

for IMGeo data of Almere and Rotterdam, as overlapping areas did occur. The second assumption180

is that we know in advance to which region constraint an object of the large scale data belongs. We181

want to use Top10NL objects as region constraints for the IMGeo data, while the two are created182

independently. We need to assign the IMGeo objects to Top10NL regions before we can run the183

constrained tGAP code. This section provides the solution for these issues: creating area partitions184

in Section 3.1, assigning IMGeo objects to Top10NL regions in Section 3.2, and in Section 3.3185

creating centres for Top10NL regions from an IMGeo object that holds the same class as the region186

constraint.187

3.1. Resolving overlaps in IMGeo and Top10NL188

IMGeo should normally be an area partition, as stated in Section 2.3.2. However this is not189

the case for the Almere test dataset. This is due to the fact that Almere was a pilot project for190

IMGeo. Rotterdam data was also prototype IMGeo data, ‘pre-production’ status, and as such had191

fewer overlapping problems.192

The IMGeo test data is turned to an area partition using an ordering of classes with respect to193

their importance. Overlaps were happening between terrain objects and objects of any other type;194

also between roads and water or other buildings. Based on the importance order, the following195

rules were executed to remove overlaps:196

• If ‘Terrain’ and another object overlap, the terrain part is erased.197

• If ‘Water’ and ‘Road’ overlap, the water part is erased.198

• If ‘Road’ and ‘Other building’ overlap, the road part is erased.199
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(a) IMGeo data (b) Top10NL data

Figure 8: Area partitions for the IMGeo and Top10NL data, which are used for the constrained tGAP generalisation.

An IMGeo object needs to be assigned to a Top10NL region. To reduce ambiguity, we create200

first an area partition for the Top10NL data. Resolving overlaps in Top10NL data was performed201

in a similar manner as for IMGeo. The following rules were executed for creating a partition from202

Top10NL:203

• If ‘Terrain’ and another object overlap, the terrain part is erased.204

• If ‘Water’ and ‘Road’ overlap, the water part is erased.205

The resulting partitions for a part of Almere, after the cleaning operations, can be seen in Figure 8.206

3.2. Relating IMGeo objects to Top10NL regions207

The results of the previous processing are two data sets, each one being a partition. To assign208

IMGeo objects to region constraints, i.e., Top10NL objects, several methods were investigated. Four209

possible methods to assign IMGeo objects to Top10NL regions were developed; these are treated210

separately in the following sections.211
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Figure 9: The results of simple overlay method. The IMGeo objects are coloured according to the region they belong
to, which gives an indication of the constrained tGAP end result

3.2.1. Simple overlay method212

This is the complete intersection between the two datasets, IMGeo and Top10NL data. Every213

IMGeo object is split at the borders of the overlapping Top10NL region. The resulting dataset con-214

tains the geometry of both datasets. Filling the constrained tGAP structure through generalisation215

starting from this dataset, allows a nice morphing between the IMGeo and Top10NL datasets. The216

map obtained from the tGAP structure for the scale 1:10 000 would give the Top10NL geometry.217

Figure 9 shows the overlay dataset, coloured on the class value coming from Top10NL. This gives218

the idea of how the final result of generalisation looks like.219

In this first method the structure does actually contain all geometries from both data sets and220

is therefore against the ‘non geometric redundancy’ principle of the tGAP structure. It contains221
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also the coordinates of the line segment intersections.222

3.2.2. Maximum area method223

Figure 10: The results of maximum area method. The IMGeo objects are coloured according to the region they
belong to, which gives an indication of the constrained tGAP end result.

The Top10NL region which overlaps the IMGeo object the most is the region to which the224

whole IMGeo object is assigned to. An IMGeo object is always completely assigned to a Top10NL225

region. This implies that that the IMGeo objects belonging to a region can be partially outside the226

original Top10NL region. In the end result the geometry of IMGeo is kept. Looking at Figure 10227

it can be seen that this method gives problems when assigning some individual IMGeo building228

areas to a Top10NL region. Since some IMGeo buildings have an overlap of less than 50% with the229

corresponding Top10NL building block, they are assigned to another region type (often to terrain),230

which give quite bad results: missing buildings, as can be seen in Figure 10.231
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3.2.3. Split method232

Figure 11: The results of 35% split method. The IMGeo objects are coloured according to the region they belong
to, which gives an indication of the constrained tGAP end result.

If an IMGeo object belongs for more than 35% to two Top10NL regions, we consider the Top10NL233

geometry as enrichment of the structure; therefore the IMGeo object is split and new IMGeo objects234

are created. For all other IMGeo objects, the maximum area method is applied. This might avoid235

assigning the complete IMGeo building to a non building block region in the Top10NL, and thereby236

completely losing the building. However, the results are not very satisfactory. A small overlap237

between the IMGeo buildings and the Top10NL buildings cause some building blocks in the end238

result to be too narrow; see Figure 11.239
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Figure 12: The results of building first method. The IMGeo objects are coloured according to the region they belong
to, which gives an indication of the constrained tGAP end result.

3.2.4. Building first method240

Since we saw in Section 2.3.3 that the buildings caused problems in the overlay, the problems241

arising with the previously described methods are not surprising. A fourth method was developed,242

called ‘building first’, which checks first all buildings, and assures that an IMGeo building gets243

assigned to a Top10NL building-block in case of any overlap with a Top10NL building-block, irre-244

spective of the amount of overlap. All the other objects were processed with the technique of the245

maximum area overlap described earlier. Since this method proved to give the best results (based246

on our visual inspection of applying the various methods to our test data), we decided to continue247

with data resulting from this last method.248
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3.3. Assigning centres249

For every region constraint, that is every Top10NL object, we look for an IMGeo object belonging250

to the region that has the same class as the region. The largest object that has the same class with251

the region constraint is called a centre. A centre is used during generalisation to enforce its class252

value to the new object created from the merging of the centre with another object. This assures253

that at the end of the generalisation process, the class of the centre (that is also the class of the254

constraint) is preserved.255

There are two categories for Top10NL objects, wood and other terrain, that are not found on256

IMGeo objects. Top10NL regions belonging to these categories do not have centres. Merging of257

IMGeo objects that belong to such Top10NL regions is only driven by weight and compatibility258

values between IMGeo objects. Because the tGAP structure is built from the large scale objects,259

we cannot arrive in the end with a situation in which we have a totally different object class after260

merging, which is not occurring in the large scale input dataset.261

4. The constrained tGAP262

The constrained tGAP is an extension of tGAP (van Oosterom, 1994, 2005). As for the tGAP,263

the term stands for both a generalisation process, and the structures that store the results of this264

generalisation. It is currently working with spatial data in 2D, and requires the data to form a265

partition, i.e., no overlap between area objects, and no gaps. The generalisation process, which is266

prepared off-line, merges objects of the largest scale to form objects for smaller scales, and keeps267

track of this merging in the structures. Minimal geometrical redundancy is aimed for, and achieved268

in two directions: using a topology model for storing objects of the largest scale (avoiding redundant269

storage of shared boundaries between neighbours at the largest scale); for any object of a smaller270

scale references are stored to features of the largest scale, which are used to construct this object271

(avoiding redundancy between scales). The filled structures can be queried efficiently to select272

features for composing the right objects to be visualised at a given scale.273

4.1. Generalisation process and structures274

The generalisation process is performed in steps. In each step, the least important object275

is merged to its most compatible neighbour, forming a new object. In the constrained tGAP,276

the pairwise merging is controlled by region constraints, which are pre-defined sets of the largest277
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scale objects. Objects are allowed to merge only if they belong to the same region constraint.278

Generalisation stops when all objects are merged up to the region constraints. Inside the constraint279

regions, the generalisation results are driven by the importance and compatibility values of objects.280

Importance value of an object v is calculated from the area size, and the weight of the object281

class: Imp(v) = area size(v) · weight(class(v)). Compatibility between two objects u and v is282

calculated from length of the shared boundary, and compatibility values between their classes:283

Comp(u, v) = bnd length(u, v) · compatib(class(u), class(v)).284

Figure 13: Results of tGAP and constrained tGAP generalisations for the same steps: (a) original data and con-
straints; (b)–(f) result of step 10, 20, 25, 35, and 39, respectively; first row has results of tGAP generalisation, second
row has results of constrained tGAP generalisation. Constraints are shown in thick black line for the constrained
tGAP; step 39 is the last for constrained tGAP, and it is also the region constraints.

Figure 13 shows the results of the unconstrained tGAP generalisation in the first row, and285

constrained tGAP generalisation in the second row, for the same steps. Constraints are shown in286

thick black line (second row). Figure 13(a) is the largest scale data, a small city block taken from287

the IMGeo data of Almere. Figures 13(b)– 13(f) show results of generalisation steps 10, 20, 25, 35,288

and 39, respectively. Step 39 is the last step of the constrained tGAP generalisation, and it is also289
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the map of region constraints. It can be seen that for the constrained tGAP, merging is performed290

only inside region constraints.291

Generalisation results are stored in the constrained tGAP structure, which contains a face and292

an edge hierarchy (van Oosterom, 2005; Haunert et al., 2008). The topological model that we use293

consists of faces, edges, and nodes. Each edge holds references to its left and right face, as well294

as to its start and end node. Geometry is stored for edges and nodes, whereas the geometry of295

a face is constructed by a topology builder algorithm that collects edges referring to it as left or296

right face. Generalisation starts at step 0 with all objects (i.e., faces) of the largest scale being297

valid. A generalisation step merges two objects to a new face; the two merged faces become invalid298

(i.e., stop existing) in this step, and the validity of the new face start at this step. The starting299

and the ending validity value is stored for every face during the generalisation process. For every300

step, we keep trace of changes happening at the boundary edges of the two merged faces. An301

edge disappears if it is part of the common boundary of the two merged areas. The other edges302

from the boundary of the two merged areas continue existing, but the reference to the left or right303

face changes: a new version is created for such edges, the geometry is unchanged, but the left or304

right face reference is changed at the current step. An alternative would be to also merge to edges305

(adjacent to the shared edge which is removed) in cases where this is possible, and create longer306

edges for the smaller scales, as described in the original GAP-tree proposal (van Oosterom, 1994,307

2005). A validity range is recorded for every version of an edge. The next section describes how308

this information is stored in Oracle Spatial.309

4.2. Implementation in Oracle Spatial310

The information for the constrained tGAP structures is stored in Oracle 10g Spatial. Figure 14311

shows the UML diagram of tables that store the constrained tGAP information in Oracle Spatial.312

Arrows associating tables show foreign key relationships; cardinalities are shown when different313

from 1. Primary keys and foreign keys are shown by symbols PK, FK, and pfK symbolises a foreign314

key that is part of a primary key.315

Information about area objects is stored in 〈dataset〉 Face table: an identifier, the class to316

which it belongs, region constraint, an attribute with value ‘Y’ or ‘N’ that defines whether the317

area is a centre, the area size, and the validity range as [imp low, imp high). Information about318

edges is split in two tables: 〈dataset〉 EdgeGeo and 〈dataset〉 Edge. The first table contains319

an identifier for an edge, references to start and end node, the geometry, and its length. Table320
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<dataset>_Face

«column»

*PK face_id:   NUMBER(11)

*FK class:  NUMBER(4)

*FK region_id:   NUMBER(11)

 cent re:  CHAR(1)

* area:   FLOAT

 perimeter:   FLOAT

* imp_low:  FLOAT

* imp_high:   FLOAT

<dataset>_EdgeGeo

«column»

*PK edge_id:   NUMBER(11)

*FK start_node_id:  NUMBER(11)

*FK end_node_id:   NUMBER(11)

* geometry:  MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY 

 length:   FLOAT

<dataset>_Node

«column»

*PK node_id:   NUMBER(11)

* geometry:  MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY 

<theme>_Weight

«column»

*PK class:  NUMBER(4)

 name:   VARCHAR2(30)

 description:  VARCHAR2(250)

* weight:   FLOAT

<dataset>_Edge

«column»

*pfK edge_id:   NUMBER(11)

*PK imp_low:  FLOAT

* imp_high:   FLOAT

*FK lef t_face_id:   NUMBER(11)

*FK right_face_id:   NUMBER(11)

<theme>_Compatibility

«column»

*pfK from_class:  NUMBER(4)

*pfK to_class:  NUMBER(4)

* compat ib:  FLOAT

<dataset>_Constraint

«column»

*PK region_id:   NUMBER(11)

 FK region_class:  NUMBER(4)

+LeftFace

1. .*

+EdgeRef

1. .*
+EndNode

1. .*

+StartNode

1. .*

+RightFace

1. .*

+ToClass

1. .*

+FromClass

1. .*

+FaceClass

1. .*

+RegionConst raint

0..*
+RegionClass

0..*

Figure 14: UML diagram of tables and relationships that store the constrained tGAP information in Oracle Spatial.
PK shows a primary key, FK shows a foreign key, and pfK shows a foreign key that is part of a primary key.

〈dataset〉 Edge stores left-, right-face of an edge as they change during the generalisation, and the321

corresponding validity range [imp low, imp high); the combination edge id, imp low is unique322

and it is the primary key of the table. The reason for splitting is that a part of the edge information,323

〈dataset〉 Edge, does change frequently as result of the creation of the tGAP structure and the324

other part, 〈dataset〉 EdgeGeo, is static. Node information is stored in 〈dataset〉 Node table.325

Table 〈theme〉 Weight stores information about classes: code as referred in Face table, name and326

description, as well as class weight. Table 〈theme〉 Compatibility stores the compatibility value327

of changing from the from class to the to class.328

The constrained tGAP generalisation is implemented as PL/SQL code, which algorithm is given329

below. It starts with the largest scale data that is stored in a left-right topology model, and330

forms an area partition. Face and edge information, as well as information of class weights and331

compatibilities, is read from source data tables into arrays in memory. Face array is sorted by332

importance value, and is always kept in this order after removal of merged faces and insertion of333

new faces (a priority queue). The first element of the array is processed in each iteration, as it334

has the lowest importance value. Edge array is correspondingly updated, by removing common335

edges, and updating the references for the other boundary edges. Changes happening at each336
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generalisation step are reflected in the 〈dataset〉 Face and 〈dataset〉 Edge tables.337

/* Read source data tables by executing SQL statements */
1: fill face array with info: id, class, importance, region, centre, area
2: fill edge array with info: id, left-face, right-face
3: get class weights and compatibilities into memory arrays
4: while face array is not empty do
5: get neighbours of face[1] that are in the same region constraint into neighbours array
6: if neighbours array is not empty then
7: get the most compatible neighbour from neighbours into best-nbhd
9: compile information for the new face
10: remove the two merged faces from face array
11: insert the new face in the right order in the face array
12: insert the new face into the Face table
13: update edge array /* consequence of merging the two faces */
14: update the Edge table
15: else /* face[1] is equal to a region constraint */
16: remove face[1] from the array
17: end if
18: end while

5. Performing the constrained tGAP generalization for IMGeo and Top10NL data338

Having the area partition of Almere and a region constraint for each object, as explained in339

Section 3, we can apply the constrained tGAP generalisation using a set of default values for weights340

and compatibilities: equal weights for classes, which means importance of objects is only based on341

the area size; compatibility value equal to 0.1 for objects of different classes, and compatibility342

value 1 for objects of the same class. For tGAP generalisation in Figure 13 we used these default343

values. We applied these values for the whole Almere dataset. The results were not satisfactory,344

therefore we looked into improving the weight and compatibility values.345

5.1. Calculation of weights and compatibilities346

The first values for weights and compatibilities referred to the work of van Putten and van347

Oosterom (1998), which was the best practice for the moment. These values were tuned in order348

to get better generalization results. The method to come to good values for the weights and349

compatibilities was trial and error (again based on visual inspection of the results). The optimum350

found for the weights and the compatibilities are given in Table 1. With these values the best351

results for a vario-scale IMGeo can be achieved using the test data presented in this paper. These352

results follow in Section 5.2.353
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From-class code −→ 1001 2001 3001 4001 4002 4003 4004 4005 5001 5002
Weight 13.0 1.20 1.30 9.00 1.00 0.93 0.90 0.88 0.10 1.00

Class name To-c↓
Building 1001 1.00 0.50 0.00 0.99 0.90 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.99
Road 2001 0.50 0.99 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.95 0.90 0.50 0.95 0.50
Water 3001 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lot 4001 0.90 0.95 0.00 1.00 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.80 0.90 0.95
Fallow land 4002 0.90 0.90 0.00 0.95 1.00 0.90 0.90 0.50 0.80 0.95
Plants 4003 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.80 0.50 0.99 0.95 0.90 0.90 0.50
Other terrain 4004 0.90 0.50 0.00 0.80 0.90 0.00 1.00 0.99 0.95 0.95
Grass 4005 0.50 0.90 0.00 0.80 0.50 0.95 0.95 0.99 0.95 0.50
Bin 5001 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
Other Building 5002 0.99 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.90 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 1.00

Table 1: Class weights and compatibility values determined for the vario-scale IMGeo.

5.2. Results of generalization354

Using the prepared input data, together with the weight table and compatibility matrix, we can355

apply the constrained tGAP generalization for IMGeo data. The PL/SQL code of the constrained356

tGAP fills the tables with results of generalization. Figures 15 and 16 show the same part of357

Almere, for comparison: the largest scale IMGeo (1:1 000) in 15(a); the result of constrained tGAP358

generalization for scale 1:5 000 in 15(b); the result of constrained tGAP generalization for scale359

1:10 000 in 16(a); and the corresponding Top10NL data in 16(b). Figure 16(a) shows the results360

of this research. Comparing it to Figure 16(b), the Top10NL dataset, it can be stated that line361

simplification is still needed to further complete the results. However, it can also be concluded362

that the results in Figure 16(a) are quite a good generalization of the original data in Figure 15(a).363

Based on the tGAP structure also all intermediate scales can be obtained. Examples of constrained364

tGAP generalisation applied to Rotterdam data are given in the Appendix A.365

6. Future research366

In this section we describe the open issues we encountered when conducting the research de-367

scribed in this paper. In many cases we also propose suggestions for resolving these open issues,368

but most of these are not yet implemented or tested in our current system. These issues are:369

• Non neighbouring objects within one region. An approach for this situation has been suggested370

in (Ai and van Oosterom, 2002). It basically means that a least important object is merged371
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(a) IMGeo data

(b) step 3408

Figure 15: Results of constrained tGAP generalisation for Almere data: (a) original IMGeo data, (b) result of
constrained tGAP generalisation for scale 1:5 000.

with a compatible object that is not the direct neighbour. This implies that the space lying372

in between these two objects is also included in the aggregated class. Via a triangulation the373

space in between is computed and after that one can check which third object is involved374

(or more objects are involved) and if this would be allowed. Most likely only a part of this375

third object is needed and therefore the third object is split. This part of the third object is376
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(a) step 3834

(b) Top10NL data

Figure 16: Results of constrained tGAP generalisation for Almere data: (a) result of constrained tGAP generalisation
for scale 1:10 000, (b) Top10NL data for the same part of Almere.

included in the aggregation with the other two objects.377

• Non-aggregated classes in smaller scales. When studying the content of the Dutch topographic378

maps at the different scales, in a few exceptional cases a complete new class occurs. And379

example of such a class is an air-space region. These regions are quite large and do not make380

sense to be displayed in a large scale map fragment as most likely one of the three options381
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does occur: map fragment is completely outside air-space region, map fragment is completely382

inside air-space region, or a part of the boundary of air-space region can be seen. This does383

not make much sense, therefore air-space regions are only displayed at smaller scales.384

• Inconsistencies between input data from different scales, due to reasons other than accuracy385

issues, e.g., temporal. These might be partially solved by using spatio-temporal topographic386

data sets and using a moment in time for which all topographic scales are available. After387

creating the constrained tGAP with these data, the newer data of the largest scale could be388

used to update the tGAP structure and propagate significant changes upwards to the smaller389

scale objects.390

• Preference for end-region classification when creating constrained tGAP. Currently, it is pos-391

sible that after merging all the objects assigned to a region, the class of the last object is392

different from the target region. By having ‘localized’ importance and compatibility func-393

tions a natural path to the classification of the target region might be obtained, e.g., objects394

with classification similar to the target classification are made more important and in the395

compatibility function the objects with the same class as the target region are made more396

attractive.397

• Differences in classification systems used at the different scales, e.g., roundabout on 1:10 000398

and not on 1:1 000, urban-lot on 1:10 000 and separate buildings and yards on the 1:1 000.399

Define special importance and collapse functions for these special cases, e.g., high compati-400

bility of yard to adjacent building. Also take the decision to reclassify at a certain moment.401

In the traditional tGAP structure always the class of the winner (most important) object is402

kept; e.g., building. In case of a composition with its own classification at a smaller scale,403

this classification might be used further; e.g., urban-lot.404

• From the generalization results shown in previous section we see the need for line simplifica-405

tion. The use of Douglas-Peucker algorithm (Douglas and Peucker, 1973) for line simplifica-406

tion is proposed in (van Oosterom, 1994), and its implementation is given in (Meijers, 2006).407

Simplification of buildings may require other techniques for better results. We are currently408

implementing the Visvalingams algorithm for line simplification (Visvalingam and Whyatt,409

1993). Investigation of best results for line simplification is part of future research.410
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• Another direction for future research is the automatic propagation of updates performed at the411

largest scale to the medium scale, and more generally the propagation of updates in the tGAP412

structure. This means that the structure would become a dynamic structure. Also, if the past413

states are not forgotten, but included, then the result will be a vario-scale spatio-temporal414

structure.415

• Inclusion of scales smaller than 1:10 000 in the constrained tGAP structure; e.g., such as the416

1:50 000 and 1:250 000 scales.417

The last issue will be discussed in a bit more detail. The approach described in this paper to418

merge the 1:1 000 and 1:10 000 topographic data in one structure could also be applied between other419

scales; e.g., 1:10 000 and 1:50 000, or between 1:50 000 and 1:250 000 (or even more fixed scales).420

The four methods to relate a large scale object to a smaller scale region can be applied between421

every pair of scales. For the simple overlay method the result is overlaying all geometry from all422

scales. This causes a lot of fragmentation and therefore this method does not seem to be appropriate423

for this situation, despite the fact that it is an attractive approach to morph between two fixed424

scales. The maximum area method does only use geometry from the largest scale and therefore does425

not have a problem with the fragmentation. The order of creation the overall constrained tGAP426

structure, bottom-up (starting with largest scales) or top-down (starting with smallest scales), does427

influence the overall result. The reason for this is the following: the original 1:10 000 geometry (see428

Figure 16(b)) is different from the derived constrained tGAP 1:10 000 geometry (see Figure 16(a),429

which is based on 1:1 000 geometry) and this does influence the process of relating the 1:10 000430

object to the 1:50 000 regions as the geometry of the two 1:10 000 scales is different. Probably the431

bottom-up approach is a better, because decisions are based on the geometry which is actually used432

to represent the larger scale object in the constrained tGAP structure. However, one could also433

argue that top-down is a good approach as the original geometries may carry the best information434

to take the decision which set of objects is assigned to the (next higher level) region. More testing435

is needed before a definite decision can be taken on the best approach.436

In case of the 35% split method, some geometry of the smaller scale is introduced at the larger437

scale. Because of this reason, a top-down approach is proposed as in theory some geometry from the438

smallest scale might be pushed down via the intermediate scales until the largest scale is reached.439

It is an unlikely situation as this geometry was originally only present at the smallest scale and not440
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at the larger scales and at the same time it is supposed to be significant according to the 35% rule.441

As the 35% split method only applies to the objects that fall under the 35% rule, the other objects442

follow the maximum area method, but now also in a top-down manner.443

The building first method is a bit specific for the larger scales, as on the smaller scales no444

individual buildings are represented any more. Despite this fact, this type of rule could also be445

applied when mapping objects between two other fixed scales, e.g., to maintain a very important446

object class as good as possible: assign this to a region of the same class in case there is any amount447

of overlap. As the larger scale geometry is used to represent the smaller scale composite objects448

(region counterparts) in the tGAP structure, it again does seem more fair to follow a bottom-up449

approach, because of the same reasoning as in case of the 35% split method. Again it must be450

stressed that more testing is needed.451

It should be remembered that whichever method of coupling larger scale objects to smaller452

scale regions (all terms are relative), it is the final result that is important: the constrained tGAP453

that integrates several fixed scales in a truly vario-scale structure. Therefore, after the constrained454

tGAP creation, the smaller scales and can be thrown away. Only the largest scale and the resulting455

constrained tGAP structure (which has encapsulated the human cartographer knowledge) have to be456

maintained from this point onwards. It should further be noted that as the range of scales becomes457

larger, the need for line generalization is only increasing, therefore it becomes more urgent to also458

create the BLG-tree, either based on Douglas-Peucker or other techniques, see (van Oosterom,459

2005).460

7. Conclusions461

In this research the possibilities of a vario-scale IMGeo were investigated. Since IMGeo is a462

new model its use is not yet very much investigated. This has been done in this research; also463

a comparison with the Top10NL model has been made. To be able to really integrate IMGeo464

and Top10NL in the constrained tGAP structure cooperation between the makers of the models465

will be necessary in order to remove model inconsistencies, which can not be solved via automatic466

conversions.467

The constrained tGAP offers possibilities for the combination of two separate datasets. This468

paper presented a method to assign large-scale objects to medium scale regions. This can be done469

for more and other scales as well. Once such assignment is done, constrained tGAP generalization470
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can be performed on the large scale objects, storing the results in the tGAP structure. Data stored471

in the tGAP structure is to be used to show maps for any scale between the large-scale and the472

scale of the region constraints. Though the constrained tGAP structure has initially been tested473

and optimized for Almere data, is was later applied to Rotterdam data. Despite the fact that this474

was quite different, again the results were satisfactory, indicating that the approach is quite generic.475

In this research it was shown that the generalization quality has much improved by using the476

Top10NL regions (compared to the unconstrained generalization of the IMGeo data). Another result477

from the constraint tGAP investigations would be learning from generalization process using the478

region constraints and then observing how tGAP creation is different from the unconstrained tGAP479

creation; what kind of aggregations are made with which composition and frequency. For example,480

tuning of compatibility and weight values could be directed by collecting statistics obtained from481

the generalization under the region constraints. Weight and compatibility values presented in the482

paper are results of tuning after several tests of performing constrained tGAP generalization with483

different values. Statistics taken from the overlay of Top10NL and IMGeo datasets can be useful484

for the calculation of weights and compatibilities.485

It is the intention that in the future only the largest scale in a dynamic constrained tGAP486

structure is updated and that the cartographer checks the automatically generated propagation of487

changes to the smaller scales (higher levels in the tGAP structure). In most cases this is expected to488

be of sufficient quality. If not, then the structure could be corrected manually in the tGAP structure489

by changing the incorrect selections and aggregations. Besides a more efficient updating procedure490

for the geo-information (at different scales) this also guarantees consistency between scales and also491

all intermediate scales can be used; e.g., for smooth zooming or for progressive transfer (Haunert492

et al., 2008; Meijers, 2006).493
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A. Results of constrained tGAP for Rotterdam data

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 17: Results of constrained tGAP generalisation for Rotterdam data: (a) original IMGeo data, (b) results of
generalisation for scale 1:3 000, (c) results of generalisation for scale 1:10 000, (d) corresponding Top10NL data.
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In this paper the results of merging large scale (1:1 000) and medium scale (1:10 000) topographic

data into one structure are presented. This structure can be used as a single non-redundant rep-

resentation for topographic data, which can be queried at any arbitrary scale between the source

scales. The solution is based on the constrained topological Generalised Area Partition (tGAP)

structure, which stores the results of a generalisation process applied on the large scale dataset,

and is controlled by the objects of the medium scale dataset that act as region constraints for the

large scale objects. The result contains the accurate geometry of the large scale objects enriched

with the generalization knowledge of the medium scale data, stored as references in the structure.

The advantage of this constrained approach compared to the unconstrained tGAP is the higher

quality of the aggregated maps. The ideas have been explored with real topographic data of the

municipalities of Almere and Rotterdam, in which prototypes of the large scale IMGeo data and

production versions of the medium scale Top10NL data are used. The ultimate goal is to have

only one representation, which can then be maintained at the largest scale and is able to serve

any arbitrary smaller scale, and efficiently produce quality output results comparable to the typical

smaller scale representations as known today. This goal is not yet achieved, but this paper shows

one step further in this direction and the results illustrate the feasibility of the ultimate goal.
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